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About This Game

Crucial Throw is a 2D sports platformer where athletes from across the galaxy compete in high speed competition. Choose from
seven unique competitors, as they battle to resolve age old conflicts. Each playable character has unique stats and skills that must

be utilized to secure victory.

Grab the ball and use it to destroy your opponents goals. Dashing into enemies steals the ball and causes a brief stun. Score by
destroying all three of your opponents goals. Every time a player scores the speed of the game increases.

Features

Fast paced skill based local multiplayer for 2 or 4 players

7 playable characters. Find your preferred playstyle by experimenting with unique speed, agility, jump, grab, dash,
fastfall and gravity values

5 maps to master

Use trampolines and launchers to outmaneuver your opponents and go fast

Stun, Dash, Throw, and Shield power-ups spawn throughout matches. Grab them quickly to gain the upper hand
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Funky, head bobbing beats by the one and only Flavours
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man you cant go wrong for 3$

pros: i felt like kratos from god of war enough said lol, very fun mechanics, decent graphics, fresh idea for VR, great price,
decent amount of replayability.

cons: bit laggy, AI physics are clunky as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but in a good way lol , im not a fan of the movemnt
system. takes a bit to get used to the way the weapons releasse.

def get it for its current sale price, def a new fresh idea for VR. I'm gonna be honest I really love this game it's a fun fresh retro
feeling game with a unique feel about!. I was debating for some time on either getting it or not. The dev did confirmed they
have never said that their dlc's were all going to be free, I was still unsure to get this one remembering that the last ''dlc'' , the
snow themed one, was free. I'm not going to ask for free stuff, I do know how much work there is in the making of all this
content and to give it away for free do not result in more sale of a game nowadays. To some degree I see the potential of given
away freebies but I have to agree, anyone who creates, be it an artist, a musician, whoever that creates can-have to ask for a
price for their work.

I did overly enjoy Hidden Folks, I was glad when they gave away the snow theme dlc for free. I guess it's the least I can do to
give my appreciation of their work, to encourage them to keep up and share their creation, and so I bought this dlc.

So what about the content itself of this dlc? well, it did last me just over an hour long. Although it made me laugh and smile all
along. The art and the interactions,... it's just a ton of really silly things, just more of the same, just what you would expect of
Hidden Folks anyway!
Verdict: Even if it cost me $2,70-something for bit more than an hour, I enjoyed it just the same way I enjoyed the first time I
played the game, and to me this is a win.. A quite unique and fun game.

The combat system on this game is definitely not something you've seen before outside the Touhou franchise.

There is a huge emphasis on planning and correct executing of attacks and specials.

Combos are short, 4 - 5 hits at maximum.

The game plays in the air. There are 3 layers where you can play, top layer, middle layer, and down layer.

Each character has attacks that can be used more efficiently in one of these 3 layers.

Everyone still have the bullet hell skills and is up to you if block or evade through them.

Most of the animations are locked, so the moment you do something, you have to commit to it, here is where the whole "plan
your perfect combo" comes into.

A single bad movement can cause you to lose a huge chunk of health.

... And all of this is just like 20% of what the games offers you, there are plenty more systems inside and there is a very nice
learning curve to each character.

2D Animations are flawless, the artstyle is incredible just like in most Touhou games.

The only one thing I don't like about this game is the fact you can only chose 1280x720p windowed screen or full screen that on
my monitor (ultrawide) stretches. You cannot change the resolution of the window... Is locked
. If you want to skip ahead of the competition and get these support items early then this is the downloadable content to get. It
gives you 2 new support items to defeat your online enemies with. The boomerang confuses your enemy and can hit multiple
enemies which is a nice side gadget to use. The Trap-in-the-Box explodes when enemies walk in its radius, its not very powerful
but still can mess you up if there is an enemy near by to shoot you right after it explodes. This content just speed things up for
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customizing things with your character. You can skip buying this and buy these items with in-game money. This just gives it to
you early, I recommend it if you want to speed things up.
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As of writing this, I'm on Mission 10 so I have yet to see everything, but what I have seen is phenomenal.
- Controller support is slick and responsive
- The weather system works great and has legitimate impact on the missions
- The visuals are gorgeous
- Runs smoothly at 1440p
- Soundtrack holds up compared to past titles
- The story is cheesy as hell

Everything is pointing to a return to form for the Ace Combat series.

NOTE: stick/throttle review bombers are morons.
. Background: I have over 20 years of programming experience in my past employment, and have been a programming hobbyist
since I was 14 years old (thanks Radio Shack). I have entry level experience in electronics through a few online courses and in some
of the games I've played on here.

Ones and Zeroes was something that appeared in my queue because it was similar to other sandbox games I own on Steam, like the
Zachtronics games. After watching a video about the game and looking at a few screen shots, I purchased it during a Steam sale.

The game is a sandbox puzzle solver where you create and test logic circuits. You wire up inputs (for example switches and buttons),
logic gates (AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, etc), outputs (LEDs and bulbs), and other objects to produce components ranging from
simple I\/O paths to more complex structures like registers and even a working computer.

What you create can be later used as components in a larger assemblies like a computer simulation. This compartmentalized
modular approach makes the designing of larger more complex structures easier.

There is also a challenge section where you are presented with a truth table (the defintion of which ie explained in the tutorials, see
next paragraph) and tasked to create a logic circuit to generate a truth table that matches what was presented. A successful
completion of each challenge results in a point being earned and accumulated (I assume it is to be used for accolades but don't
quote me on that). The challenges are dynamically generated, and you can set how difficult the challenge can be. Sometimes the
generated challenge creates a quirky truth table where all you need to do is click "Test Solution" and it works, but it's not often that
happens. I've reported these to the developer.

No experience is required, since there is a library tutorial broken down into sections that begins with how to use the interface and
placing items on the grid, what a truth table is, an explanation of what each piece does, and finally explaining the more advanced
subject of registers, encoders and decoders and so on. Each segment comes with example diagrams you can run and study.

Ones and Zeros was just released (July 11 2018) and the developer has released patches and updates since then. He's also very
receptive to bug report submissions. The application is very stable and most laptops and computers that match the system
specifications should have no trouble running it since it uses a simple interface layout.

I recommend Ones and Zeros as a purchase because you can, with patience and a willingness to learn, design anything you want.
Read the tutorials, experiment through trial and error, and you'll get a lot of playability and education from this.. AdvertCity
combines the beauty of flashy colors and neon lights with the fascination inherent to big numbers in a way that motivates the player
to style the city while working on its complete takeover.. Nice game! After short round tonight I have to say one thing: I don't regret
spending money for this. Story is ok. Gameplay is ok. Music and sound is great! And that monster is pretty f.... scary :D. I don't
want him to touch me. Anyway, nice game.. I enjoyed the experience Into Blue Valley crafts and this isn't a straight-up "No" to
recommending it, however the game takes all of about a half an hour to see everything, ends abruptly (the game just closes at the
end? No credits or anything, just back to desktop?) and at 4.99$ that is quite a costly, brief experience.

Into Blue Valley is an immersive, at-times spooky \/ at-times relaxing, VERY brief (30 min maybe??) experience. The game does a
good job of crafting an immersive environment via its weather effects (snow \/ wind breezing throughout the outdoor areas..) and
its orchestral music is very well-done and fitting to the enviroments. The gameplay itself is nothing revolutionary for the Walking
Simulator genre, you slowly plod your way along to read various notes scattered throughout the desolate city, search for a handful
of items to be "used" (placed) at a later location near the game's finale, while occassionally seeing creepy, dark silhouettes of
figures in the distance who will always disappear before you get too close to them with the same "flash of white" effect. This is cool
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and unsettling the first several times it happens, but as the game reaches its climax it begins to do the same effect every few steps,
and with each repeated use of the same shtick it begins to lessen the impact of each time it's used.

Into Blue Valley isn't a bad game per se, it effectively crafts a range of player reactions during its brief storyline ranging from
introspection to unsettled via its foreboding atmosphere, and (if you are familiar with the slower pace of Walking Simulator games)
you will likely want to see it through to its end to unravel more of its ambiguous, surreal setting. Unfortunately, its price of 4.99$
seems very high considering what little content it offers. I would recommend Into Blue Valley to Walking Simulator enthusiasts, and
people who don't mind short but memorable experiences, but at a sparse 30 minutes to see nearly all of the experience, you may be
better off seeking out another game or waiting until this is on sale.. It\u2019s a solid shooter loosely based off of the RAYCRISIS
series (as it seems to be for 90% of shumps). I spent a decent amount of time on this and will come back.

It uses 3D graphics but doesn\u2019t fall into the pit that Solar Shifter EX did. There was some confusion as to what to do about
the ground units but i\u2019ll figure that out.

Will return to it and finish it.. I love games with ninjas, but this one is a complete trash. Jump, jump, jump... nothing more. And it
looks like a old flash game. Not worth even half a penny.
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